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Shop

JUST LAUNCHED for 23andMe+ Premium: three new cancer reports Powered by 23andMe Research.







which gene could
empower you?
Start your DNA-powered 
 health journey today.

Start your DNA-powered health journey today.
Shop now
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 Premium™

Stay on top of your health with an annual membership featuring ongoing personalized reports.

Original Price: $298 Sale Price: $229
Membership renews at $69/peryr.
Join now - [image: 23andMe plus]
 Premium™

Important test info


Stay on top of your health with an annual membership featuring ongoing personalized reports.

	Everything in Health +plus Ancestry Service, plus:
	30+ Powered by 23andMe Research reports including heart health, anxiety and skin cancer[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Reports and features that are “Powered by 23andMe Research” are developed by 23andMe scientists using data and insights gathered from thousands of customers who have consented to participate in our research.



	Pharmacogenetics reports**Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Pharmacogenetics Reports
	Just Added Health Action Plan feature[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Reports and features that are “Powered by 23andMe Research” are developed by 23andMe scientists using data and insights gathered from thousands of customers who have consented to participate in our research.



	Just Added Health Tracks featureSM[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Reports and features that are “Powered by 23andMe Research” are developed by 23andMe scientists using data and insights gathered from thousands of customers who have consented to participate in our research.



	Just Added Historical Matches feature
	Plus new reports and features as more discoveries are made

Valid payment method required at kit registration.

Learn more about [image: 23andMe plus]
 Premium™
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Health +plus
 Ancestry 
 Service

Learn your risks and better understand how genetics impact your health.

$229 

Buy now - Health +plus
 Ancestry 
 Service

Important test info


Learn your risks and better understand how genetics impact your health.

	Everything in Ancestry Service, plus:
	Health Predisposition reports*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks
	Wellness reports
	Carrier Status reports*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks
	Includes FDA-authorized reports
	Family Health History Tree



Learn more about Health +plus
 Ancestry 
 Service
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Ancestry 
 Service
most comprehensive 
on the market† More info
If you want to start your DNA journey with ancestry and add health services later.

$119 

Buy now - Ancestry 
 Service



most comprehensive 
on the market† More info
If you want to start your DNA journey with ancestry and add health services later.

	2750+ Geographic regions
	Automatic Family Tree Builder
	30+ Trait reports
	DNA Relative Finder

†The most comprehensive ancestry breakdown on the market.

Learn more about Ancestry 
 Service

See more details[image: alt]
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[image: 23andMe plus]
 Total Health™
DETECTS 200X MORE DISEASE-CAUSING VARIANTS‡ More info
Our most advanced health membership including next-generation sequencing.

$99/mo Billed as one payment of $1,188. 
Join now - [image: 23andMe plus]
 Total Health™

Important test info

DETECTS 200X MORE DISEASE-CAUSING VARIANTS‡ More info
Our most advanced health membership including next-generation sequencing.

	Everything in 23andMe+plus Premium, plus:
	Clinical-grade exome sequencing
	Biannual blood tests
	Dedicated virtual consultation with clinicians who are trained in genetics-informed care
	Unlimited messaging with clinicians for ongoing support
	Personalized recommendations based on your results

‡Our genotyping product detects 250 health-related variants in our Carrier Status and Genetic Health Risk reports. The Exome Sequencing reports detect 50,000+ hereditary disease-causing variants.
Valid payment method required at kit registration. 23andMe+ Total Health is not available to residents of HI, NJ, NY, OK, RI and US territories, and not available to existing 23andMe customers until Spring 2024.


Learn more about [image: 23andMe plus]
 Total Health™

See more details[image: alt]
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Customer Stories
Which gene could 
inspire your life?inform your life?empower your life?change your life?save your life?


[image: Watch Kenzie’s story]View Kenzie’s story
Watch Kenzie’s story
Kenzie learning about a BRCA1 variant also meant lifesaving knowledge for her mother.



[image: Watch Melissa’s story]View Melissa’s story
Watch Melissa’s story
Melissa sharing important DNA insights with her doctor empowered her to take control of an important health risk.




View more stories
23ANDME+ TOTAL HEALTH
Optimize your health with our most advanced membership.
Learn more
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[image: Phone screen showing the Hereditary Cardiovascular Disease report. Example result is No variants detected (of 44 genes tested) for inherited conditions. TRDN, ACTA2, and MYH11 genes shown.]
[image: Phone screen showing the Hereditary Cardiovascular Disease report. Example result is No variants detected (of 44 genes tested) for inherited conditions. TRDN, ACTA2, and MYH11 genes shown.]
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[image: Result for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) test. Example result is Your TSH levels are in the normal range, showing a result of 1.2 mIU/L. TSH helps control the level of thyroid hormones in the blood.]
[image: Result for thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) test. Example result is Your TSH levels are in the normal range, showing a result of 1.2 mIU/L. TSH helps control the level of thyroid hormones in the blood.]
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[image: A secure message thread between Zoe and her doctor about her family health history.]
[image: A secure message thread between Zoe and her doctor about her family health history.]


Next-Generation Sequencing 
Detects 200x more hereditary disease-causing variants than our Personal Genome Service reports.‡ Screens for 55+ clinically actionable and under-diagnosed conditions.
‡ Our genotyping product detects 250 health-related variants in our Carrier Status and Genetic Health Risk reports. The Exome Sequencing reports detect 50,000+ hereditary disease-causing variants.
Phone Slide 0: Next-Generation SequencingPhone Slide 1: Biannual Blood TestingPhone Slide 2: Genetics-informed Clinical Care
Learn more




23ANDME+ PREMIUM
190+ personalized genotyping reports with new reports and features delivered throughout the year.
Learn more
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[image: Phone screen showing Atrial Fibrillation report. Example result is Your genetics are associated with a typical likelihood, showing a likelihood of 5%. Other factors that can impact the chances of developing atrial fibrillation include age, family history, and certain medications.]
[image: Phone screen showing Atrial Fibrillation report. Example result is Your genetics are associated with a typical likelihood, showing a likelihood of 5%. Other factors that can impact the chances of developing atrial fibrillation include age, family history, and certain medications.]
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[image: Phone screen showing Pharmacogenetics reports. These reports test for genetic variants that may influence how you process medications. The examples shown are the CYP2C19 Drug Metabolism report (likely normal metabolizer result) and the DPYD Drug Metabolizer report (likely normal metabolizer).]
[image: Phone screen showing Pharmacogenetics reports. These reports test for genetic variants that may influence how you process medications. The examples shown are the CYP2C19 Drug Metabolism report (likely normal metabolizer result) and the DPYD Drug Metabolizer report (likely normal metabolizer).]
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[image: Phone screen showing Health Action Plan displaying three high priority recommendations, including checking your blood and biomarker levels and one daily activity recommendation you can take, like exercising for 3 songs.]
[image: Phone screen showing Health Action Plan displaying three high priority recommendations, including checking your blood and biomarker levels and one daily activity recommendation you can take, like exercising for 3 songs.]


Heart Health Reports 
Includes premium reports powered by 23andMe research on conditions like High Blood Pressure, Atrial Fibrillation and Coronary Artery Disease.
Phone Slide 0: Heart Health ReportsPhone Slide 1: Pharmacogenetics ReportsPhone Slide 2: Health Action Plan
Learn more




HEALTH + ANCESTRY SERVICE
Learn what your DNA can tell you about your health and ancestry.
Learn more
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[image: Mobile view of Family Health History Tree for Jaime King, who is pictured as one of three children in a pedigree-style family tree with colorful circles, pictures or initials, and health condition icons for different people in the tree. Parents show heart, lung, and eye icons. Jamie shows heart and lung icons. Button at bottom to "View and download your summary"]
[image: Mobile view of Family Health History Tree for Jaime King, who is pictured as one of three children in a pedigree-style family tree with colorful circles, pictures or initials, and health condition icons for different people in the tree. Parents show heart, lung, and eye icons. Jamie shows heart and lung icons. Button at bottom to "View and download your summary"]
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[image: Phone screen showing Type 2 Diabetes report. Example result is Your genetics are associated with a typical likelihood, showing a likelihood of 37%. Factors included in this report include genetics, age, and ethnicity.]
[image: Phone screen showing Type 2 Diabetes report. Example result is Your genetics are associated with a typical likelihood, showing a likelihood of 37%. Factors included in this report include genetics, age, and ethnicity.]
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[image: Phone screen showing Cystic Fibrosis report. Example result is You do not have the variants we tested; 0 variants detected in the CFTR gene.]
[image: Phone screen showing Cystic Fibrosis report. Example result is You do not have the variants we tested; 0 variants detected in the CFTR gene.]


Family Health History Tree 
Opt in to easily input, track and download your family health history to share with your healthcare provider.
Phone Slide 0: Family Health History TreePhone Slide 1: Health PredispositionsPhone Slide 2: Carrier Status Reports
Learn more




ANCESTRY SERVICE
The most comprehensive ancestry breakdown on the market with over 2,750 regions.
Learn more
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[image: Ancestry Composition report showing example ancestry breakdown and pie chart, with ancestry from different East Asian regions.]
[image: Ancestry Composition report showing example ancestry breakdown and pie chart, with ancestry from different East Asian regions.]
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[image: Family Tree for Jaime showing her brother, sister and mother.]
[image: Family Tree for Jaime showing her brother, sister and mother.]
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[image: DNA Relatives example showing list of relatives and map of where those relatives live.]
[image: DNA Relatives example showing list of relatives and map of where those relatives live.]


Ancestry Composition 
Discover where in the world your DNA is from across 2750+ regions — in some cases, down to the county level.
Phone Slide 0: Ancestry CompositionPhone Slide 1: Family TreePhone Slide 2: DNA Relative Finder
Learn more




Which service will you 
start with today?
Remember, you can always upgrade without having to spit again.

Select first service to compareAncestry Service
23andMe+ Premium
23andMe+ Total Health


Select second service to compareHealth + Ancestry Service
23andMe+ Premium
23andMe+ Total Health
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Ancestry
Service
$119 
Add to cart-ancestry
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Health +plus Ancestry
Service
$229 
Add to cart-healthImportant test info

	Genotyping reports[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Genotyping examines DNA variants at certain pre-identified positions in the genome. The specific variants we look at generally provide coverage of commonly known variations across the entire genome.


	80+	150+
	Just Added

Exome Sequencing Reports[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Exome sequencing is an advanced genetic testing technique that focuses on decoding the exome of an individual's genome. The exome represents the protein-coding regions of genes, which make up only about 2% of the entire genome but contain the majority of genetic variants associated with disease risk.
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[image: not included]
	[image: not included]
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	Ancestry and Trait Reports	[image: included]
[image: included]
	[image: included]
[image: included]

	DNA Relative Finder and Family Tree (Opt in)	[image: included]
[image: included]
	[image: included]
[image: included]

	Health Predisposition reports*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Learn how your genetics can influence your chances of developing certain health conditions.
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	10+
	Carrier Status reports*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks[image: More info]
[image: More info]
If you are starting a family, find out if you are a carrier for certain inherited conditions.
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	Wellness reports[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Learn how your genes play a role in your well-being and lifestyle choices.
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	5+
	Family Health History Tree[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Opt in to easily input, track and download your family health history to share with your healthcare provider.
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	Pharmacogenetics reports**Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Pharmacogenetics Reports[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Discover how your DNA may impact how your body processes certain medications with three new Pharmacogenetics reports.
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	Enhanced ancestry features[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Get advanced filtering for DNA Relative Finder and access up to 5000 DNA relatives.
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	Just Added

Historical Matches[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Uncover your historical and ancient relatives, linking you to the past.
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	Ongoing new reports 
and features[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Get access to new premium reports and features throughout the year.
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	Just Added

Health TracksSM[image: More info]
[image: More info]
See how making healthy choices each day can greatly impact your health over time
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	Just Added

Health Action Plan[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Personalized and ongoing recommendations based on genetic and non-genetic data.
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	Just Added

Blood Testing[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Eligible participants may order in-person blood testing initiated by a clinician and get results in the 23andMe app.
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	Just Added

Genetics-informed clinical care[image: More info]
[image: More info]
Access to clinicians with training in genetics. Includes unlimited direct messaging, plus a dedicated virtual consultation annually.
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Privacy
Know that you are in control of your DNA.Discovery should never come at the expense of privacy. Your data is encrypted, protected and under your control. You decide what you want to know and what you want to share.
Learn more about privacy
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Learn more about privacy


Research
Know you're making a difference.
When you opt in to participate in our research, you join forces with millions of other people contributing to science. Your participation could help lead to discoveries that may one day make an impact on your own health, the health of your family and ultimately, people around the world. (Look at you go.)
Learn more about research
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Learn more about research


Frequently Asked Questions
How accurate is 23andMe?23andMe has rigorous standards that ensure high-quality results. Our team of scientists and medical experts use a robust process to develop genetic reports for our customers. Here are specific examples:
	With one of the largest reference datasets in the world, 23andMe provides customers with one of the most detailed and accurate ancestry breakdowns on the market. Our algorithms make ancestry estimates based on probabilities and they’re generally very accurate, but your results are not set in stone. We are always trying to improve and refine these estimates.
	Our Genetic Health Risk*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks, Carrier Status*Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Health Predispositions Reports, Carrier Status Reports and Genetic Health Risks, Pharmacogenetics**Learn about Considerations and Limitations for Pharmacogenetics Reports reports meet FDA requirements. This means that each variant in those reports demonstrated >greater than99% accuracy and reproducibility when tested under different laboratory conditions. This article on the accuracy of 23andMe reports provides additional information.



How does 23andMe DNA testing work?After you provide a saliva sample, 23andMe uses genotyping to analyze your DNA. This means we look at specific locations in your genome that are known to differ between people. We then turn those results into personalized genetic reports on everything from ancestry composition to traits to genetic health risks. Note that genotyping is different from DNA sequencing, which looks at every letter in a particular stretch of DNA.


Who can use 23andMe?Most adults who are able to provide saliva samples can use the 23andMe kit. However there are some considerations that can complicate the DNA accuracy. Check out our Terms of Service for more info on those cases.


How do I get my 23andMe reports and how long does it take?To begin, visit www.23andme.com/start. Once you have successfully registered your DNA testing kit, provided a saliva sample and put the kit in the mail, you can use the return tracking link available on your profile homepage to track your kit's progress to the lab. Once your sample reaches the lab, it is typically processed within a few weeks, with results then delivered to your secure online account.


Do 23andMe DNA test kits expire?We encourage customers to provide their sample before the "Collect saliva by" date on the side of the collection tube. If your sample collection kit is lost or damaged, or if it has expired, please contact customer care to assist you with getting a replacement kit.


Why should I choose 23andMe?There are many benefits of DNA testing, including finding relatives, learning whether you have genetic variants you could pass onto your children, and receiving personalized insights into your health and ancestry. 23andMe Health + Ancestry Service offers 150+ DNA reports that do just that. In addition to taking greater control of your own health and digging deeper into your ancestry, you can also opt in to participate in research that could help fuel scientific discoveries that benefit the larger community.
We're also committed to providing you with a safe place where you can learn about your DNA knowing your privacy is protected. 23andMe has sold 12+ million kits, and with each and every one of those, privacy has been our number one priority. You may learn more about our commitment to privacy hereon our privacy page.



Stay in the know.
Keep up-to-date with new discoveries and exclusive promotions on our DNA testing kits and services.

Email Address
Sign up



*The 23andMe PGS test includes health predisposition and carrier status reports. Health predisposition reports include both reports that meet FDA requirements for genetic health risks and reports which are based on 23andMe research and have not been reviewed by the FDA. The test uses qualitative genotyping to detect select clinically relevant variants in the genomic DNA of adults from saliva for the purpose of reporting and interpreting genetic health risks and reporting carrier status. It is not intended to diagnose any disease. Your ethnicity may affect the relevance of each report and how your genetic health risk results are interpreted. Each genetic health risk report describes if a person has variants associated with a higher risk of developing a disease, but does not describe a person’s overall risk of developing the disease. The test is not intended to tell you anything about your current state of health, or to be used to make medical decisions, including whether or not you should take a medication, how much of a medication you should take, or determine any treatment. Our carrier status reports can be used to determine carrier status, but cannot determine if you have two copies of any genetic variant. These carrier reports are not intended to tell you anything about your risk for developing a disease in the future, the health of your fetus, or your newborn child's risk of developing a particular disease later in life. For certain conditions, we provide a single report that includes information on both carrier status and genetic health risk. Warnings & Limitations: The 23andMe PGS Genetic Health Risk Report for BRCA1/BRCA2 (Selected Variants) is indicated for reporting of 44 variants in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. The report describes if a person's genetic result is associated with an increased risk of developing breast cancer and ovarian cancer and may be associated with an increased risk for prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer, and potentially other cancers. The variants included in this report do not represent the majority of the BRCA1/BRCA2 variants in people of most ethnicities. This report does not include variants in other genes linked to hereditary cancers and the absence of variants included in this report does not rule out the presence of other genetic variants that may impact cancer risk. This report is for over-the-counter use by adults over the age of 18, and provides genetic information to inform discussions with a healthcare professional. The PGS test is not a substitute for visits to a healthcare professional for recommended screenings or appropriate follow-up. Results should be confirmed in a clinical setting before taking any medical action. For important information and limitations regarding each genetic health risk and carrier status report, visit 23andme.com/test-info/ 
**23andMe PGS Pharmacogenetics reports: The 23andMe test uses qualitative genotyping to detect 3 variants in the CYP2C19 gene, 2 variants in the DPYD gene and 1 variant in the SLCO1B1 gene in the genomic DNA of adults from saliva for the purpose of reporting and interpreting information about the processing of certain therapeutics to inform discussions with a healthcare professional. It does not describe if a person will or will not respond to a particular therapeutic. Our CYP2C19 Pharmacogenetics report provides certain information about variants associated with metabolism of some therapeutics and provides interpretive drug information regarding the potential effect of citalopram and clopidogrel therapy. Our SLCO1B1 Pharmacogenetics report provides certain information about variants associated with the processing of some therapeutics and provides interpretive drug information regarding the potential effect of simvastatin therapy. Our DPYD Pharmacogenetics report does not describe the association between detected variants and any specific therapeutic. Results for DPYD and certain CYP2C19 results should be confirmed by an independent genetic test prescribed by your own healthcare provider before taking any medical action. Warning: Test information should not be used to start, stop, or change any course of treatment and does not test for all possible variants that may affect metabolism or protein function. The PGS test is not a substitute for visits to a healthcare professional. Making changes to your current regimen can lead to harmful side effects or reduced intended benefits of your medication, therefore consult with your healthcare professional before taking any medical action. For important information and limitations regarding Pharmacogenetic reports, visit 23andme.com/test-info/pharmacogenetics/
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